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V115

V115 is a player character played by Yandere.

V115

1)

Species & Gender: Operator Female
Date of Birth: 6日 8月 YE 42
Organization: New Dusk Conclave
Occupation: Ghost with the C.A.F.F

Rank: Ensign
Current Placement: NDS Ravenaca's Watch

Physical Description

Standing at 5'3“ with a lean musculature one would find common among gymnasts, this short woman
has an interesting mix of cool professional demeanor and attention grabbing appearance. She wears her
shoulder length anodized titanium hair in a regulation bun, and her small angular face has sharp pink
eyes. However the sharpness of her overall face is undercut by a small softly curved nose and the gentle
looking pair of lips below it. However even the softness of those two features does little to offset the
somewhat intimidating looking horns that reside on either side of her forehead.
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Personality

Originally named Valerie 115, she rejected the more human name in favor of V115. To her it serves as a
reflection of her own mechanical anatomy, and her desire to achieve a perfected state through
technology. Placing a high value upon service, duty, and results she believes, whether correctly or
incorrectly, that organics are messy and less fit for military life than machines.

Tending towards professionalism she is often reserved and unlikely to speak her mind in public. However
if confronted in private or when off duty she is happy to speak freely. A very schedule oriented individual
she prefers to set aside time for tasks rather than be spontaneous. In addition to this she abhors laziness
and despite her mechanical anatomy has a daily “exercise” routine to perform system tests in real time.

In battle she is cool and calculating, often one others can look to for reassurance. However her strict
attitude and demeanor can push others away and cause them to view her as cold and machine like. To
help with unit cohesion she does allow others to call her by the name Viis (pronounced 'Veese') rather
than the inhuman designation of V-one-one-five. Still most she has encountered seem to prefer simply
referring to her as V.

If asked about her personal goals she is open about her desire of rising through the ranks to prove the
value of her young race. Deep down however she has a spark of selfishness and wants to become known
for her own personal skills. A desire which is often at odds with her community minded attitude.

History

The seed for V115 was generated in the later half YE 42 using forked code from Ceilia Dee-Cerulius
(Ryzka) and allowing it to grow. From there a sentient intelligence was formed and endowed with all the
basics required to reach a level at which she could be taught and trained. After reaching the stage that
her mind's plasticity decreased and formed a solid identity it was placed into a virtual reality learning
space with two hundred other burgeoning young minds. Rapidly advancing through stages of childhood
with the help of AI parent figures and caregivers, she began to learn quickly as her aptitude for different
subjects was gauged. Though designed to serve aboard the growing fleet forces of the NDC, each
operator is still unique as such it needed to be determined what her purpose would be.

Valerie 115 as she was called at the time, showed immense aptitude for spatial awareness. This began to
shift her training more and more specifically into piloting. Though her trainers were still unsure whether
she would lean into larger or smaller crafts. As such her training was split between the two for a period.
Though as she began to turn away from the simulations of actually piloting large crafts, opting instead for
the operation of their weapons, she began to show promising results in the simulations using frames. As
her mind continued to develop and move towards adulthood, her scores with frames only improved.

Though her time in VR wasn't all just training and tests, it was social interactions too. V115 developed a
prejudicial view towards naturals early on, and this eventually evolved into a negative attitude towards
all organics. However it was marked as a non issue due to her personality also developing into a very
professionally minded one. However early on this attitude was not without friction within the VR space.
Some of the minds within the VR space pushed back against her beliefs and formed a sort of rivalry
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where they would compete against V115 for grades in an effort to prove that she was wrong. Sometimes
they beat her, and sometimes they didn't. Often times they were neck and neck. Outside of this rivalry
she made a good friend in Arye Firewalker. Though the two didn't see eye to eye on naturals, let alone
organics as a whole, they shared a deep love for piloting and a sense of duty towards the NDC. It was
because of this common ground that they became good friends.

After her mind finished developing, V115 chose her short concatenated name and was transferred to her
recently constructed body. After which she and others of the Warrior cadre were shipped off to physical
training facilities to earn certification on the things they had been training in virtually. Under pressure to
perform as one of the first of her kind, V115 studied hard, and trained harder. In effect pushing herself to
her manufactured limits. It was during this time that she developed the quirk of a daily exercise routine.
When she finally arrived at a training facility for frame piloting it brought a deep smile to her face.
Eventually at a naming party she was given the rather unkind callsign of PRTNDR “Pretender” due to her
mechanical nature and the unfortunate circumstance of her number code being the article of Uniformed
Military Code of Justice relating to malingering aka pretending to do ones job without actually doing it.

Eventually she completed her certifications and was assigned her posting, the NDS Ravenaca's Watch…

Social Connections

Cadre Current Clan Branch Cohort
Warrior Pilots (Sub-Clan: Ghosts) Ravenaca's Watch Op Series One
Name Relationship Faction Status
Ayre Firewalker Friends NDC Alive
Ceilia Dee-Cerulius (Ryzka) Acquaintance2) NDC Alive
Kessler Ryzka Unmet, uncle Independent Alive
Seraphina Cerulius Unmet, step-grandmother NDC Alive
Waylan Vulca Unmet, nominal father NDC Alive
Ginger Cerulius Unmet, sister NDC Civilian Alive
Daniel Cerulius Unmet, brother NDC Civilian Alive
Vanessa Cerulius Unmet, sister NDC Civilian Alive
??? ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ??? ???

Communications

Imprinted with the Trade (language) language, V115 is fluent in both written and spoken trade. In
addition during her time in VR space she elected to take extra courses in Yamataigo (邪馬台語) so as to
be better able to work with her nation's allied partner in times of crisis, should the need arise that is. In
addition to these two languages she is proficient in standard naval communication equipment, whether it
be transmission based or light codes, as well as the use of all standard naval communication procedures.
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Technology Operation

V115 is certified with the standard operation of the BW-E-2 Anima System, as well her internal systems
such as the: NH-M-M2 "Orchestra", NH-M-M3 "Crescendo", and ECS. In addition she is proficient with all
common technology utilized by the NDC such as data pads, computers, and personal digital devices.

Starship Operations

During her time in the VR space V115 was shown to have an aptitude for spatial awareness, and the
usage of the BW-E-2 Anima system. As such she was given additional training and focus towards the
operation of various systems aboard starships. However a large focus of her training was specifically
geared toward piloting and weapons platforms.

Fighting

As V115 was selected for training with frames she was also of course selected for training in various
styles of hand to hand and weapons combat. For hand-to-hand CQC she was trained to a level of
proficiency in techniques analogous to S.C.A.R.S and a mixture of techniques from styles analogous to
boxing, jiu jitsu, krav maga, and muay tai. In addition to hand to hand skills she was given training until
certification with the S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”. Finally she was trained until certification with
various small arms such as the BW-P2 "Wraith" and BW-MWS2 "Harbinger" weapons platform.

Physical

Given the unique physiology of the Operators, V115 possesses the same physical aptitude as all of her
kind. She is rated to lift up to 600 kilos and has a jump distance of 20 meters. Fast on her feet as well,
she is quite the speedy runner.

Mathematics

Slated for service upon a naval vessel, V115's education featured a prominent dose of mathematics.
Though mainly focused upon geometry, trigonometry, and calculus, her education in math extended to
subjects such as dimensional theory and types of matrix math required to do calculations on the rotation
of objects in a 3D space. However it was noted that she expressed a distaste for the subject of
quaternions.

Vehicles

During her time in the VR space V115 was shown to have an aptitude for spatial awareness, and the
usage of the BW-E-2 Anima system. As such she was given additional training and focus towards the
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operation of frames. However she is also certified in the operation of basic vehicles for transportation
such as cars and troop transports.

Inventory & Finance

V115 has the following items:

Clothing

1x NDC dog tags with I.D. number and name, metal-tungsten
1x Pair of protective goggles
2x NDC black tank tops
2x Red jeans
8x Black socks
1x Black steal-toed boots
Standard Issue Uniforms (NDC)
1x NDC Dress Uniform
NDC Workout Uniforms
1x "Mithril" Military Bodysuit
An assortment of hair ties and clips

Weapons & Gear

BW-P2 "Wraith"
S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”
BW-MWS2 "Harbinger" SMG Variant (issued upon frame deployment only)

NH-VF-1 Banshee Loadout

Location
Right Hand (T9) NH-FA-1 "Diadem" Divider Cannon
Left Hand (T9) NH-FA-1 "Diadem" Divider Cannon
Left Shoulder (T9) NH-VF-DRN1 Wing Drone
Right Shoulder (T9) NH-VF-DRN1 Wing Drone

Fincances

Duskerian Script (DS): $157,000.00

Storage

The following was received after placing an order with the Free Salvage Giveaway of YE42

Several Mattresses
5x Huge Bags of Yamataian Rice
3x crates Banger Lubricant
9x Pairs of Protective Goggles
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Random severed chunk of flesh

Plots

East of the Sun, West of the Moon
And The Wind Began To Howl
Rhythm

OOC Notes

Yandere created this article on 2020/12/06 22:36.

In the case Yandere becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name V115
Character Owner Yandere
Character Status Active Player Character
Plots NDS Ravenaca's Watch (Plot)
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
NDC Character Database
NDC Career Status Active Duty
NDC Branch Navy
NDC Rank O1 Ensign
NDC Job Code WG Ghost
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